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BIOMETRIC CURRENCY SYSTEM
A new Biometric currency system is being introduced in Japan. Your fingerprint
will soon replace credit cards in exchange of cash.
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Healthcare

Internet of Things
In the last issue’s topic on wearables, we touched base on the benefits of implementing fitness
trackers into a daily routine, among other wearable categories. This issue, we’ll look more closely at
the health-related functions of wearables in IoT.
When you think of health wearables, you probably think of a smartwatch or sports attire that
monitors heart rate, steps, and blood pressure. In all these wearables are biometric sensors that are
integrated in the devices that are strategically placed to capture all the data they claim to collect.
Biometric scanners are even used outside of health wearables; they’re also used in workplaces for
access control through, most commonly, a fingerprint scanner and facial recognition. These same
sensors are used in wearables for different purposes. Once the device sensors pick up data, the
radio frequency identification (RFID) tags in the devices are used to communicate with the
corresponding software for the wearables; it could work with a smartphone app or web app,
depending on the device.
Other uses for biometric RFID tags are in hospitals, home use, and in the workplace. Hospitals use
RFID tags on patients, medical supplies, medications, among many other things. They’re used to
keep a closer eye on where patients are, which medications they’re prescribed to, and to monitor
the hospital medical supplies.
You can still use personal devices to better your health with the
help of IoT at home. There are sleep monitoring wristbands that can
detect how well you’re sleeping, if you’re reaching REM sleep, as well
as what you may have ate or drank before sleeping that might cause
restless sleep. Another healthcare IoT device that has a lot of
potential are insulin pumps that regulate your insulin levels
throughout the day depending on your blood sugar levels. It can cut
off extra insulin being pumped into your system if there’s too much
or send a signal to inject more if levels are too low. If you’re in the
market for sport attire, look for clothes that can track different data
points, from monitoring breathing rates, to tracking movement, steps, calories burnt, and so much
more. A lot of wearables collect similar data so if you’re in the market to score a new gadget, look
for a device that collects something unique beyond just the basics.
However, even though health wearables will be for the better in the long run, there are a few
hiccups that have made consumers hesitant to partake in this evolution of physical activity
tracking. For security purposes, some industries haven’t brought wearables into the workplace
because there are no global standardization for how far to take the idea of digital data being
accessed over the network. There are legal requirements that are made apparent before use for
most wearables, but when it comes to hospitals and patient safety, there’s an even more dire need
to protect the patients’ data before submitting to a trial for a tracking/monitoring device.
Part of the issue with global standardization is that there is no common language for IoT devices
that could be a cause of potential security hacks. Until there is a way for all IoT devices to be synced
with one another on its own platform, there can’t be any solidarity between user and device. With
security at risk, hackers could endanger smart insulin pumps or hand data over to third-party apps
for advertising. We constantly deal with data from our internet use being sold to third-party
companies when we see personalized ads on Google searches and on sidebars on Facebook,
among many other websites. However, having your big data being sold to advertiser’s means you
can guarantee seeing ads that are tailored to your every need based off your personal data.
Sometimes it’s a good thing when some websites know more about you from third-parties selling
your data to others, like when something immediately catches your interest as soon as you enter
the site. Other times, seeing ads everywhere is just unwelcomed.
When it comes down to whether or not investing in IoT wearables for health purposes is worth it
or not, it depends on weighing the good with the bad. Do you want to have a better understanding
of your health with data points that could give you detailed insights to your habits but also deal
with some security issues? Or would you rather go a few more years staying away from this fad of
tracking your data to ensure a more secure platform to keep your data private? All in all, there are
great uses that come out from tracking your stats
online and there will never be a permanent
solution for keeping online data private, so why
not start tracking your health now?

New Payment System
Cover Story

If you plan on visiting Japan for the 2020 Olympics,
you’re in for a quick and easy shopping experience. Japan will soon implement a wireless
payment method across over 300 stores by means
of fingerprint scanners that will include a
minimum of customer’s credit card information

and personal info. This new form of currency is
meant to enable the tourists to have a simpler
traveling experience without worrying about
taxes in a foreign country. One major advantage of
this system is the prevention of impersonation
from using two fingerprints to make purchases.
Over time, using fingerprint scanners for tourists’
transactions, there will be more data collected on
spending habits to base tourism policies on. It will
also help improve security by converting the big
data to anonymous big data that will be run by the
government.
So far, this system has been tried at a bank and
theme park in Japan that were met successfully. It
made the identification process much simpler and
convenienced the customers with the speedy
check out.

Tech Updates
Short News

Sony brings new VR for FPS
Sony is launching new gear for PlayStation VR on
October 13th. The new controller will be used
forrevamped games, like DualShock 4, that require
a shooter remote.
Apple iOS 10
Apple launches its new iOS 10. The latest
repetition of the mobile software includes a softer
aesthetic, an interactive lock screen, and, for the
first time, personalized home screen widgets.
Snapchat advertising plan
Snapchat has finally decided to bring an
advertising API for its platform and it will be called
Snapchat Partners. This is the first time for
Snapchat to advertise space that can be bought
via third party partners.

TECH WIsE
Android Rooting
What is Root?
Rooting is a common practice nowadays with a lot
of developers taking their time out to tweak their
Android devices. Rooting your device is not a sin.
To explain it simply, it is a similar process of running
programs as an administrator in Windows or
running a command via sudo in Linux.
Why Root?
One could argue as to why root a device when it
already works flawlessly. Well, rooting does not
harm your device in any way -- that is if it’s done
correctly. What rooting actually does is it opens a
door for new possibilities. There is a plethora of
apps available on iTunes Store for iPhones and
iPads and Play Store for Androids as well as
modded app stores on the internet which require
root access for it to work that provide some very
interesting services. Root can be undone at any
time by just flashing the stock ROM and it will
restore your device’s status back to what it was
originally, out of the box.

Benefits of Root
With root access on your device, you have access to
the system settings that will allow you to tweak its
settings. You can underclock/overclock your
processor to slow or speed up the processor speed.
It also allows you to restrict apps from auto starting
or from using mobile data and more. In short, you
can get the best out of your device and use them
the way you like. The most awesome feature of
rooting is that you can flash any custom ROM you
want.
Should You Root?
It really depends upon what kind of a person you
are. If you like to play with your device, you could
do good with it, but with all its pros, there are cons.
If done incorrectly, you can end up bricking your
device, rendering it useless. Rooting your device
will void its warranty and the phone company will
not cover any damage done after tweaking with
the device. If done correctly, it will do no harm
whatsoever. Before rooting for the first time, do
some healthy research on how to do so. Forums,
such as XDA, provide tutorials on how to root most
popular devices out there.

How Metadata
Put to Good Use

Monitoring Software

Metadata is a Greek preposition which consists
of two terms: meta meaning ‘about’ or ‘related,’
data
meaning ‘information.’ Telephonic
metadata deals with information about calls
like time limits, its origin and destination, also
including the electronic records of the
messages.

Now a days, metadata is seen as having great
importance for the National Security Agency
(NSA). They use this particular data to improve
security in the US to try to control one of the
biggest issues currently, which is terrorism. NSA
has been collecting personal metadata of
consumers over the past couple of years on the
FBI’s request and under the order of sitting
President Barack Obama. They deem it justified
because they are acting upon their civil duty for
public service. According to Stanford Computer
Scientists, they have analyzed that the NSA is
checking the public personal activities through
telephonic metadata that can help them
assume any given person’s motives through
their online activities. When people came to
know they could potentially be tracked by
means of their metadata, they felt very uncomfortable. They were amazed how someone can
interrupt their personal lives without a warrant
for their private information or criminal record
to justify being spied on. But the Government
gave them assurance that the metadata is used
only for security purposes to stop any further
acts of terrorism in the country. They demanded for public support before the US passed for
the allowance of metadata collection to help
keep the country safe. The government and
NSA revealed that personal data should be
checked after having discovered criminals
based off their digital activities. With a smartphone app created by a Stanford computer
scientist, one phone could surveill over 25,000
individuals digital presence. Most interestingly,
it has helped police departments to reduce
crimes. Even though telephonic metadata can
be very intrusive to most consumers, it can also
help prevent crimes. Cooperating with the
government on the implementation of surveilling users metadata can eventually result in a
more peaceful society.

In today's technical age, children become
addicted to the internet starting from childhood.
From playing games and searching on the
internet, there are many spam sites that are
clickbait and your child may enter all sorts of
wrong content sites. It doesn’t help that children
are also growing more attracted towards mature
content, making it more difficult for parents to
keep an eye on their child every time they have
access to the internet or when they’re away from
home. Now, with software available that can
easily monitor your child’s online activities,
eBlaster will help protect children from online
predators. It’s now as easy to check on what your
child is doing on the internet as it is to check your
email with eBlaster, a remote monitoring and
surveillance software. You simply need to install
this software on a computer, laptop, or device you
wish to monitor and simply walk away. eBlaster
will automatically start working and record online
activity. In addition to keeping a history log, this
special software will record all sent and received
emails, keystrokes typed, instant messages and
chats, and even more. This software could also be
used to monitor employees in the workplace, but
it mostly focuses on tracking minors’ activities. It
forwards the authorizer an exact copy of the log
of your child’s online activity, including details of
messages and searches. Authorizers can block any
parties they don’t want contact with and also
block websites with inappropriate content. You
can monitor your child from anywhere
internationally since reports will be sent to you
automatically on your email. You can also access
the eBlaster settings online and modify them
through any standard web browser. This is a great
solution to keep your child in check online. Go
and install it now to protect your children from
wrong content.

The Great Hero

Free Internship
by AACP & SIIT
In continued efforts to fulfill educational needs of our youth, Skylite Networks has initiated a
collaborative program with AACP. Members of AACP will be offered internships at Skylite facility.
Interested fellows will get opportunity to learn advanced skills in various IT fields, including
computer programming and online marketing. The internees will be trained with the help of
experts of the field in a professional environment. At the completion of this program, students can
be offered employment at Skylite Networks. These internships are offered free of cost.

In the month of June, the world lost a world champion. He was a Gold Olympic medalist, a heavyweight boxing champion, and a well-known
philanthropist. Cassius Clay, more commonly
referred to as Muhammad Ali, went on to mastering his way around the boxing ring after growing
up in Kentucky, USA, where he dealt with racism
and discrimination firsthand for being black in the
South. Growing up, he experienced moments that
would later define his professional career as a
fighter. Ali converted to Islam at the age of 20 when
he joined the Nation
of Islam, which is a
black Muslim group
that
enforces
African Americans
were the higher
beings. He later
converted again to
become a Sunni
Muslim. When he
was drafted into the army for the Vietnam War, he
spoke out that his beliefs contradicted his role in
the army, therefore he was given a trial for violating
the law and he was sentenced five years in jail. In
his 40s, he was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease.
He dedicated a lot of his time to research-based
charity groups and started his own Muhammad Ali
Parkinson Center fund. He was a public figure that
went on to light the Olympic cauldron in Atlanta,
Georgia. He received a couple President’s Awards
for his public services. He later decided to have his
future memorial be open to the public for when he
would pass away.On June 3rd, 2016, he passed
away after battling with pneumonia and other
respiratory issues. His
service was open for
3 days in his hometown in Kentucky and
was given the respect
by many other major
public figures. May he
rest in peace.
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Heartfelt Condolences
A cousin of our Administrator Mr. Lutuf Rehman Passed away on June 21, 2016 with brain
hemorrhage. May Allah grant her the highest station in paradise and be a source of comfort for the
family.
A cousin of M. A. Nasir (HR department) passed away on June 12, 2016. she was a noble and saintly
person. May Allah enable family to bear this loss. May the departed soul rest in peace.
Skylite Networks offers deepest condolence to both of our employees and their families. May
Allah shower His mercy on them, Ameen.

